Sir,

I have modified what we were originally going to publish to reflect the comments listed below from the OSD-CG. I do not believe this has to be staffed through ___ as it is in line with what we were previously going to publish.

Pending your approval I will publish the below verbiage in a MOD to tonight's N.O.

v/r

(b) (6)

DRAFT COMMENTS FOR YOUR APPROVAL

(b) (1) 1.4(a) (b) (c) (d)
General Votel,

The Secretary is aligned with your intent. Below paragraph from OSD-GC applies.

Vr/Craig

FROM OSD-GC:

Craig Faller, RADM

Sr Military Asst to SecDef

From: Votel, Joseph L GEN MIL USA USCENTCOM CCCC
Sent: Monday, January 30, 2017 7:01 PM
To: Faller, Craig RADM SD <[mailto:]>; Dunford, Joseph F Jr Gen USMC JS (US)
Cc: Whelan, Theresa M SES OSD OUSD POLICY (US) <[mailto:]>; Handelman, Kenneth B SES
OSD OUSD POLICY (US) <[mailto:]>; Selva, Paul J Gen USAF JS OCICS (US)
<[mailto:]>; Thomas, Raymond A GEN USSOCOM SOCOM CDR
<[mailto:]>; Mayville, William C Jr LTG USARMY JS ODJS (US)
<[mailto:]>; McKenzie, Kenneth F Jr LtGen USMC JS JS (US)
<[mailto:]>; Dolan, John L Lt Gen USAF JS J3 (US)
<[mailto:]>; Brown, Charles Q Lt Gen MIL USAF USCENTCOM CCDC-DC
<[mailto:]>; Ferrell, Terry R MG MIL
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